
INVESTING IN YOUR BUSINESS

Cut Your Photo Editing Time In Half in 2012!
An RPG KEY is a photo editing keyboard 
designed to help you get your post production 
work done in a fraction of the time.  This shortcut 
keyboard works with Photoshop, Aperture, 
Lightroom, Bridge and more!

TThe Fine Print
A $1 puA $1 purchase and user agreement is required to 
keep people from running off to Mexico with this 
$349 keypad.   A $19 monthly subscription  starts 
60 days after the conference if the keyboard is not 
returned or purchased.  The idea  is to keep the 
honest people honest so the guys at RPG can still 
feed their family if you skip town.

As part of this promotion, Inspire has 
invested in your future by partnering 
with RPG KEYS to let you try this $349 
product for free!

YYou will leave the conference with the 
16 key RPG KEY and a 60 day trial to 
jumpstart your photo editing in the new 
year! 

TThis offer is only valid for photographers who have 
registered to attend Inspire 2012 in March and is 
limited to the first 50 people who RSVP through the 
RPG website. All keys will be distributed at the 
Inspire 2012 conference only! A representative from 
RPG Keys will be at the Inspire conference to give 
tutorials and advice about how to incorporate the 
RPG RPG Keys into your workflow.

Go to www.inspirephotoseminars.com today and 
register to attend the Inspire conference. Your 
confirmation email will include an invite for this 
special promotion.

If after 60 days with the keys you’re not in love, you 
simply return the keypad  to RPG KEYS.   If you get 
hit by cupid’s arrow, you can purchase it for $349 or 
rent it for $19 a month.  Either way the 60 day trial 
is risk free thanks to your family at Inspire!   

JOIN US AT INSPIRE 2012 AND GO HOME WITH A 16 KEY RPG KEYS


